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About This Content

The Revolution II Unit Pack contains sixteen models with all new animations. Historically authentic and “what if” modeled units
are featured in the Age of Revolution. Enhance your game’s atmosphere with these musket, sabre, shako, and backpack

equipped units. The common Eastern units have also been embellished for this period. 

Includes Units For

 Saxony
 Russia
 Switzerland
 Italy
 Poland
 Bavaria
 Naples
 Brunswick
 Sicily
 Hanover
 Hesse
 Germany
 Oldenburg
 Holy Roman Empire
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Title: Europa Universalis III: Revolution II Unit Pack
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP/Vista/7.0
Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900 video card
DirectX®:9.0
Hard Drive:2 GB HD space
Sound:Direct X-compatible sound card
Additional:3-button mouse, keyboard, speakers, Internet connection for multiplayer

English,German
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Not worth 15 euro. It's very very fun
. TL;DR: Foul-mouthed, buggy tactics game with a slow progression curve, deliberately confusing mechanics and aspirations to
be a console port.

It's got potential... But it's crude, in every sense of the word. The dialogue reads like a 14 year old's fanfiction (Which may or
may not be caused by the dev having a European language barrier, it's not that clear) and the menus are awkward and seem to be
designed exclusively for console controllers... Considering that this is a turn-based RPG, you'll be spending most of your time in
these menus too, so it rather quickly moves from a minor annoyance to a major issue.

There is a large variety of tactical options and elements available, but it's often unclear which elements apply to which skillsets.
Lightning is attached to Lightning, for instance, which is a mixture of Special and Physical, whereas Wind is attached to Agile,
and is primarily Special... It gets confusing quickly, and discovering after generating a fire-mage main character with massive
levels of Special that it's best move deals Physical damage is fairly disheartening.

Progression is an issue too. Those of us that play tactical RPGs in this sort of vein tend to enjoy the sense of achievement as
units grow from single-ability rookies into perfectly-statted murderhobos... But in Street Posse, units barely grow at all. The first
multi-fight dungeon of the game offers 10xp per fight... And fights are a serious time investment. With your units requiring
100xp+ to grow (Or more if you picked the 'slow learner' drawback), things can feel a little slow... And as far as I can tell, there
are no random encounters in the early part of the game, if at all.

The final issue I came across was a fairly significant game-breaking bug. One of my units died, and the game hung without
presenting a menu. Now yes, this is Early Access, so it's sort of expected... But there's no visible save menu, and when I booted
up the game again, I discovered that there's no autosave feature either. By examining the keyboard-layout image presented to the
player before the menu, I discovered that the save menu is attached to the ALT key, but by then, I'd sort of had enough.

Now the above may not seem like a huge issue for an early-access game... But the developer released an Alpha version of Street
Posse on a website (You can find the link in the Discussion forums at the time of writing) and the exact same bug was present.
This is a demo that is over a year old, and is vastly different to the finished product... With the exact same game-breaking bug
that I ran up against multiple times in the demo.

I hope I'm wrong, but that's a huge red flag to me, that perhaps the developer isn't all that serious about finishing Street Posse...
I'll be back on release to see if things have improved, but right now, Posse isn't worth it's price.. I would argue that this is the
best ccg that can be played on the market, for three reasons:

1. The dev rocks.

2. Its free.

3. Its got more depth, content, and factions than most card games put together, and these lead to the final point:

4. Its fun.

Side note: to the guy who wrote a negative review because the game is too hard, that is completely outrageous, Hidden
Dimensions was incredibly easy to play when I first came across a version of it on armor games, and the core gameplay has not
changed much since then, and if your downvoting a free game just because your not smart enough to figure it out, you need to
rethink your review policy because thats a problem with yourself, not the game.

Looks like there is another complaint about the game from an MTG fan: He says HD3 copies too much stuff from MTG,
hmmm lemme think of what it copies.... oh got it! cards!....... That's about it...... Tutorial that takes too long explaining the
game? Are you about to get on a bus to the superbowl? Boring attack animation? I played MTG too, and guess what? Their
attack animation(s) were about as exciting as watching a floor curl. So this guy basically judged HD3 by comparing it to a vastly
different game, saying its tutorial was too long? (Never heard that one before, usually the tutorial is too short is the common
complaint?) and saying that the cosmectic animation, which has nothing to with actual gameplay, doesn't stimulate his senses.... I
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don't think I need to say much more.. Relaxing NO Frustrating YES.. I like this game because i like tower defense.

-They need to improve their music and jugability.
-The scenario are bit complex building tower system is weird, it seems that they used something like hexagons to build towers
but this hexagons are invisible, so you need to guess how to allocate a tower.
-Also you need to guess where the waves are comming in the first rush.
. I do not think it's that nice.

Opponents' trucks are nearly indestructible so there's little fun in trying to destroy them.

Graphics are blurry.

Limited camera options.. The Ost is pretty good, I could get addicted listening to it all day.

Also contains some soundtracks which aren't in the game yet.
^ (This one line will get outdated)

Worth to buy. Especially when you wan't to help the devs.

Edit: Oh before I forget, there is an folder with wallpapers from the artist "Akuma Kira" (One of the devs).
These are also pretty awesome.. This game is fast, fun, difficult at times, and features realistic physics puzzles. It's one of those
gems that you only find once in a while, and you need to check it out. Do yourself a favour and at least try out the demo!. I
would recomend this game to any who like FPS and\/or Towerdefence, it captures both aspects very well and cordinates it into
what we see. 8\/10
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I feel very lucky to have found this: I installed it and promptly lost the rest of my Sunday to playing it :)

It may take a while to figure out what the moving parts are and how to fit them together, let alone find your groove, but if you
read some of the forums/guides, play a lot of missions (both ground-pounding and the crossed-swords ones), start your station's
industries/economy, and throw away TONS of useless character "upgrades" you can have a lot of fun with this game!. 100%
Asset Flip from the Unity Store with absolutely no effort put into making it more complete or better in any way. Feels
unfinished, feels barebones, because that's exactly what it is, just a foundation for a game being sold "as is" flipped into a game
here by the lazy and corrupt developer RewindApp.

Here's the source of what this developer just purchased on Unity, changed the name of, and is selling as a complete game: 
https:\/\/assetstore.unity.com\/packages\/templates\/packs\/apocalypse-survival-complete-project-117998

My First Play Impressions Video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gHQ3WMW1wrk

I can't tell you how to spend your money, but please don't support asset flippers like RewindApp who do NO WORK themselves
and just flip other peoples work here for a quick profit.

. Very disappointing.
There is no way to set wheel dead zone nor sensibility. The game runs very slow. Does not look and feel realistic at all. 5gb of
download for that, i'm sure it could easily fits under 500mb.. As you start Path of Motus the first idea that comes to my mind is
platformer with some deep meaning social experiment message on bullying. There are enemies, pitfalls and you learn by dying
quite a bit. And even though the has it's moments it's never too hard that you want to quit. I like games like these. You don't go
through it quickly but you can take your time and figure out how to progress.\u00a0

There are numerous platformers like that. I think what sets Motus apart isn't so much it's straight forward take on bullying but
the underlying messages that occur throughout the game and there are a couple. As I played through the main character's
different stages of growth the stories told through the\u00a0 notes about his father's life and how he settled for a menial
existence rather than going for his dreams speaks to how many people function in our society. Where instead of following our
dreams we settle for less than we want. The forest that we're trying to get through is a metaphorical one relating to life goals.
This is very well emphasized throughout the game. Even the parts where you have someone whispering to "give up and just
quit" are a nice touch but it's never as hopeless or unfair in it's approach.\u00a0

Another aspect featured is this idea of bridge building. It's happens sporadically and can be more challenging than the actual
platforming in some instances but, after the first few they are optional parts you can skip. Even after you're almost done with
the game it introduces new mechanics to pass some troubling obstacles that you had at your disposal all along. At the end, if you
so choose can replay the game using your acquired knowledge for a "no-kill" run.\u00a0

In all I enjoyed the game. It has good graphics, a compelling story and a nice soundtrack to go along with your journey and level
design is solid. While you go through the story your player's personality changes in response to your actions leading to more than
one ending but it's short. Something you can play though in less than an hour. This isn't necessarily bad but the price point might
make you want to get this game on sale. There is a small amount of replay value but nothing that will keep you sticking with it
for hours on end.\u00a0

<If you liked my review you can check out others on my blog.>. Not bad, not great either, but for a free game it's okay.

It's like Cookie Clicker, but with a US Election theme.
it is somewhat lacking in features and has microtransactions,
but these aren't really neccesary or intrusive.

all in all, it's eh... Ok.
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